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Abstract
We study the percolation of a quantumparticle on quasicrystal lattices and compare it with the square
lattice. For our study, we have considered quasicrystal latticesmodelled on the pentagonally
symmetric Penrose tiling and the octagonally symmetric Ammann-Beenker tiling. The dynamics of
the quantumparticle aremodelled using the continuous-time quantumwalk (CTQW) formalism.We
present a comparison of the behaviour of theCTQWon the two aperiodic quasicrystal lattices and the
square lattice when all the vertices are connected andwhen disorder is introduced in the formof
disconnections between the vertices. Unlike on a square lattice, we see a significant fraction of the
quantum state localized around the origin in the quasicrystal lattices.With increase in disorder, the
percolation probability of a particle on a quasicrystal lattice decreases significantly faster when
compared to the square lattice. This study also sheds light on the fraction of disconnections allowed to
see percolation of quantumparticle on these quasicrystal lattices.

1. Introduction

The dynamics of particles in randommedia is described quite well by percolation theory [1–4]. It is now awell
established subject of research interest and has found applications acrossmany disciplines of research [5, 6].
However, when the particle under consideration is a quantum particle, its dynamics are defined by quantum
dynamics, and it has an added effect of quantum interference. Awell-known consequence of interference effects
on quantumparticle in disorderedmedia on an infinite sized lattice is Anderson localization [7–9], a
phenomenonwhere the interference of different phases picked up by the quantumparticle travelling along
various routes in a randomor disordered system leads to strong localization of the particle’s wavefunction
around the origin. This effect has also been experimentally observed in some disordered systems [10–13].
However, on a finite sized systemwith a very small amount of disorder, the spread of the tail of thewave
packet allows for some small probability offinding the quantumparticle at some distance beyond the origin
[14, 15]. Thismakes quantumpercolation amore interesting field of research leading to behaviours in the
dynamics that are not seen in its classical counterpart [16–21].

Quantumwalk [22–26], a quantummechanical analogue of the classical randomwalk is one of the efficient
ways tomodel the controlled dynamics of a quantumparticle. It has also been used to developmany quantum
algorithms [27–31] and schemes for quantum simulations [32–37]. The quantumwalk has been described in
two prominent forms, the continuous-time quantumwalk (CTQW) and discrete-time quantumwalk (DTQW).
Quantum interference is a dominating factor in dynamics of quantumwalks and by introducing disorder into
the dynamics, localization of quantum states has been demonstrated [38–40]. Therefore, quantumwalk is one of
themost suitable ways to study the dynamics of a quantumparticle on various lattices. In this workwe use
CTQWto describe the dynamics of a quantumparticle on quasicrystal lattices and study quantumpercolation.

Quasicrystals do not showperiodicity and have no long range translational symmetry. Yet they present long-
range order and have awell-definedBragg diffraction pattern [41–47]. The diffraction patterns fromquasicrystal
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lattices reveal fivefold, eightfold and tenfold symmetries that cannot originate from a periodic arrangement of
unit cells. It has been demonstrated that quasicrystal latticesmay be seen to originate from a projection of a
periodic lattice in a higher dimension [48–51]. In this paper, we consider lattices based onfivefold (pentagonally)
symmetric Penrose tiling [48] and eightfold (octagonally) symmetric Ammann-Beenker tiling [52]. These tilings
are the basis for designing two-dimensional quasicrystals with self-similarity in both real and reciprocal spaces.
It ismore convenient to explore the dynamics of a quantumparticle on quasicrystals with vertices of different
degrees via CTQWrather thanDTQW, as the latter would require different dimensional coin spaces at each
vertex. Thus, usingCTQWwe study quantumpercolation on two quasicrystal lattices and compare the results
with the dynamics seen on square lattice.We show that for a square lattice thewave packet spreads away from the
originwhen compared to the lattices based on Penrose andAmmann-Beenker tilings, where a significant
fraction of thewave packet remains localised around the origin.With increase in disorder in the formof
disconnections between the vertices in the lattice (irrespective of the initial position), the percolation probability
of a particle on both quasicrystal lattices under consideration decreases significantly faster when compared to the
square lattice. This study also sheds light on the effect of disorder on the dynamics of a quantumparticle on a
quasicrystal lattice.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we define aCTQWon a graph, and state the conventions
used throughout the paper. Section 3 contains the results of our numerical simulations of quantumpercolation
on the square lattice and aperiodic lattices, alongwith comparisons between the results.We concludewith
summary of our observations in section 4.

2. Continuous-time quantumwalk

Consider an undirected graphΓ(V, E), whereV is a set ofN vertices andE are the edges. LetA be the adjacency
matrix ofΓ, defined as

Î⎧⎨⎩≔ ( ) ( )A
i j E1 edge ,

0 otherwise
. 1ij

The resultingmatrixA is a real-valuedmatrix, symmetric about themain diagonal. The vertices are labelled by
the computational basis states ñ ñ ñ{∣ ∣ ∣ }N1 , 2 , ..., , and the quantum state of the entire graph at any time t is
represented by a normalized vector y ñ∣ ( )t , defined to be

åy a añ = ñ Î
=

∣ ( ) ∣ ( )t l . 2
l

N
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1

While classicalMarkovian processes obey themaster equation, the CTQWobeys the Schrödinger equation, and
the state y ñ∣ ( )t transformswith time as,
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In the preceeding expression,D is a diagonalmatrix with the diagonal element dii being the degree of vertex i,
γ is afinite constant characterizing the transition rate on the graphΓ, andA is the adjacencymatrix. For the
purposes of this work, γ has been taken to be 1.

TheHamiltonian is time-independent, and thus the formal solution to equation (3) is given by the time
evolution operatorU, defined as,

= - G ( )U e , 5iH t

in the units of ÿ. Since theHamiltonian is real and symmetric (and henceHermitian),U is necessarily unitary,
and thus the normof y ñ∣ ( )t is conserved, as is required for aCTQW.

The initial state of the particle is completely localized at one particular vertex.We define a subset of the
vertices around the initial vertex thatmay be reached in a certain number of steps.We useCTQWto study the
dynamics of percolation of this particle. To simulate the effect of disorder on the system, we randomly remove a
certain fraction of the edges, whichwe term as edge disconnection fraction.We then let the particle perform a
CTQWas usual on this graph. The probabilities from anumber of runs are averaged to get a general estimate of
how the percolation changes by changing the amount of disorder.
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For the purposes of this paper, we have considered a hopping zone of length 40, and the particle is considered
to have percolated if�2%of its total probability lies outside the hopping zone.

3.Quantumpercolation usingCTQW

Figure 1 shows the illustration of the three lattices we have considered in this paper. The representations built
here are so that the viewing ismore convenient. The actual calculations have been done on a 41-iteration
Ammann-Beenker tiling and a 7-iteration Penrose tiling. TheAmmann-Beenker tiling is octagonally
symmetric, with square and rhombuses as its basic elements. There are different kinds of points in theAmmann-
Beenker tiling, which are divided into categories as shown infigure 2(a). The pentagonally symmetric Penrose
tiling is formed by using two fat and thin rhombi as the basic elements. The different kinds of points in the
Penrose tiling are shown infigure 2(b).

3.1. Probability distribution of theCTQW
In this subsection, we take a look at the probability distribution of the particle whose evolution is described by
theCTQWon the three types of lattices considered.

Figure 1. Illustrations of the lattices considered in this paper. Figure (a) shows a lattice based on a 65×65 square tiling, (b) shows a
quasicrystal lattice based on a three iterationAmmann-Beenker tiling, and (c) illustrates another quasicrystal lattice based on a four-
iteration Penrose tiling. Each lattice has a 15 hopping length percolation test zonemarked about the center.

Figure 2.An illustration of the different kinds of points on the lattices considered. Figure (a) shows the different possible initial points
on the lattice based onAmmann-Beenker tiling, and (b) shows the different possible initial points on the lattice based on Penrose
tiling.
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From figures 3, 4 and 5, we observe that the probability amplitude spreadsmuch faster on a square lattice
than in anAmmann-Beenker or a Penrose lattice. On both the quasicrystal lattices we see a significant fraction of
amplitude being around the origin even after evolving for some time t. Among the two quasicrystal lattice,
signature of beingwavepacket of the particle being localized around the origin ismore prominent in Ammann-
Beenker lattice (Figure 4)when compared to the Penrose lattice (figure 5). Choosing different points in the
quasicrystal lattice as initial position of thewalkerwill alter the probability distribution, however, the overall
behaviourwill not see a significant change. This becomesmore evident whenwe study the percolation
probability whenwe have no disorder or disconnections in the lattice structure in the following subsection.

3.2. Evolution of percolation probability with time
The spread of the probability distributionwith time on afinite-sized lattice is studied by considering the lattice in
the form illustrated infigure 1. The probability offinding�2%of the probability distribution of the particle
outside the hopping zone is considered as percolation probability. On awell-connected lattice without any
disconnections between the vertices, at the edge of the hopping zonewewill see and an effect of quantum state
hopping in and out of the hopping zone in the formof oscillations in the percolation probability. However, with

Figure 3.Evolution of the probability distribution on a 30x30 square tiling with time byCTQWof a point initially in the center.

Figure 4.Evolution of the probability distribution on a three iterationAmmann-Beenker tiling with time byCTQWof a point initially
in the center.
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time the propogating part of wavepacket wouldmove away from the hopping zone and the oscillation should
diminishwith time. This is prominent for a square lattice as shown infigure 6. This result can be derived
analytically as well, and the states seen are found to be Bloch states.With an increase in amount of disorder in
formof disconnections between the vertices in the lattice, we see a decrease in percolation probability showing
the signature of a fraction of thewavepacket being trapped around the disconnected vertices. For plots with
disconnections, we do not see any oscillation in probability distribution and this ismost likely due to effect of
averaging, as we have averaged the probabilities over 50 runs. Even though the edge disconnection fraction is
fixed, the positon of dislocationsmay be different during each run. For a very small amount of disconnections,
the probability of being found in a particular region reaches an equilibrium value faster with time t. For a lattice
with a high amount of disconnections, the time taken to saturate to an equilibrium value is very high, and
effectively, the probability of percolation does not saturate in a practical time scale.

The initial position of the particle on a quasicrystal lattice plays a noticable role on the percolation
probability of the particle. Infigures 7 and 8, we show the evolution of percolation probability with time for
different starting points on awell connectedAmmann-Beenker and Penrose tiling, respectively. One can notice
that evenwithout any disconnectionwe can see a significant difference in the percolation probability of the
particle depending on the starting point of the particle. Overall a general behaviour indicates a better percolation
probability on a Penrose tilingwhen comparedwith theAmmann-Beenker tiling.

Infigures 9 and 10we show the percolation probability with time on anAmmann-Beenker andPenrose
tiling, respectively, with an edge disconnection fraction of 1%and 10%between the vertices. The effect of

Figure 5.Evolution of the probability distribution on a four-iteration Penrose tiling with time byCTQWof a point initially in the
center.

Figure 6.Probability of finding the particle outside the test zone in a 100x100 square tilingwhere the different test zones are defined
based on hop-lengths from center. The test zones are 20, 30, 40, and 50 hop lengths as shown in the legend. The plots are produced for
different amounts of disconnections. Going clockwise from the top left, they represent 0%, 5%, 10%, and 30%disconnections in
edges.
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starting point of the particle reflects exactly the sameway as does for dynamics without any disconnection, an
overall decrease in percolation probability with increase in edge disconnection fraction is clearly evident here.

3.3. Evolution of percolation probability with edge disconnection fraction
Tounderstand the effect of edge disconnections on the percolation probability we consider the effect of edge
disconnections on the percolation probability. This will allow us to identify the fraction of disconnections
allowed to see the percolation of quantum state on these lattices. Infigure 11we show the variation of

Figure 7.Percolation probability with time for different points on the Ammann-Beenker tiling with no disconnections. The curves are
labeled for the different initial points defined in figure 2(a).

Figure 8.Percolation probability with time for different points on the Penrose tilingwith no disconnections. The labels of the different
curves are defined for different possible initial points as seen infigure 2(b).

Figure 9.Percolation probability with time for different points on the Ammann-Beenker tiling with (a) 1%disconnections (b) 10%
disconnections in a test zone of hopping distance 40. The initial points are labelled asmarked infigure 2(a) .
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percolation proability with an increase in edge disconnection fraction on a square lattice with different hopping
distances. The probability of percolation vanishes after the fraction of disconnections exceed 50% for all
considered test zones. However, with increase in hopping distance, only a lower fraction of edge disconnection
allows percolation of quantum states.

Infigures 12 and 13we show the percolation probability for a particle onAmmann-Beenker andPenrose
lattices as a function of the edge disconnection fraction. The percolation probability depends on the choice of the
starting point, however, percolation probability vanishes after 32% and about 40% edge disconnection fraction
is introduced inAmman-Beenker and Penrose lattices, respectively.

Infigure A1 (see appendix)we show a comparison of the results obtained by simulating theCTQWon
different lattices with various starting points.We have considered the percolation probability with time for
different values of edge disconnection fraction and the behaviour of probability of percolationwith edge
disconnection fraction for time 200.On comparisonwe can say that the percolation probability on square lattice
is always higher that the two quasicrystal lattices and percolation probability on penrose tiling is higher than
percolation probability onAmmann-Beenker lattice.

4. Conclusion

In this work, we have simulated the behaviour of a particle performing aCTQWon latticesmodelled on Penrose
andAmmann-Beenker tilings.We have then compared the results to those seen on a square lattice. It is clearly
seen that due to the aperiodic nature of the Penrose andAmmann-Beenker tilings, the selection of the initial
point plays a significant role in the percolation behaviour of the particle.

Figure 10.Percolation probability with time for different points on the Penrose tilingwith (a) 1%, and (b) 10% edge disconnections in
a test zone of hopping distance 40. The initial points are labelled as shown infigure 2(b).

Figure 11.Plot of percolation probability with fraction of edge disconnections in a 100×100 square tiling for different hopping
distance after time 200. Percolation probability is defined to be the probability of the particle being found outside the test zone
(hopping distance).
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Figure 12.Plot of percolation probability with fraction of edge disconnections in a Ammann-Beenker tiling in a test zone of hopping
distance 40. The initial points taken are asmentioned in figure 2(a)..

Figure 13.Plot of percolation probability with edge disconnection fraction in a Penrose tiling for various initial points in a zone of
hopping distance 40. The initial points taken are asmentioned infigure 2(b)

Figure A1. Figure (a) shows a plot of percolation probability with time for various tilings. The points on the quasicrystal tilings have
been chosen to represent the highest and lowest percolation probabilities. Figures (b) and (c) showplots of percolation probability
with time for various tilings, with 1% and 10%disconnected edges, respectively. The points on the quasicrystal tilings were chosen to
represent the highest and lowest percolation probabilities. Plots were drawn for a hopping distance 40, and have been averaged over 50
runs. Figure (d) shows a plot of percolation probability with edge disconnection fraction for various tilings, for a hopping zone of
length 40 and time 200. As infigures (b) and (c), the points on the quasicrystal tilings have been chosen to represent the highest and
lowest percolation probabilities.
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In order to study the dynamics of percolation on different lattices, we have numerically evaluated the
percolation probability with time for different values of edge disconnection fraction, and as a function of edge
disconnection fraction as well. It is seen that the probability of a particle to percolate out of a test zone on a square
lattice shows a pattern of oscillations with reducing amplitudes with time, as expected. The probability for a
square lattice also seems to saturate when a small amount of disorder is introduced.

For the case when thewalk takes place on an aperiodic tiling, the particle shows a significantly lower
probability to percolate out of the test zone. The Penrose tiling shows a higher probability of percolation
compared to theAmmann-Beenker tiling, but the difference is very slight and reduces as the amount of disorder
increases. Compared to the square tiling, for all possible initial positions on the aperiodic tilings, the probability
of percolation reduces faster as the amount of disorder increases.

It can therefore be concluded that quasicrystal lattices show a significantly less percolation probability, and
hence a slower speed of percolation of a quantumparticle as compared to square lattices, and thus can be
potentially used to store a quantum states for a higher amount of time. This has the potential application in
creating lattices thatmay showhigher coherence times than rectangular lattices, regardless of the amount of
disorder.
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Appendix

In this section, we have collated results from the figures shown in the rest of the paper to facilitate a direct
comparison between the results for different lattices. From the figure A1, it is seen that percolation on the
quasicrystal lattice takes place slower than on a square lattice, and that this effect is prominent evenwith higher
amounts of disorder.
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